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Performative mimicry and postcolonial exoticism: A re-politicising of the female body in the work of Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan and Amir Falique

Mahfuzah Abd Wahab

Abstract:
While the myth of the exotic Oriental is a subject of rejection and subversion in conventional postcolonial studies, in contemporary studies of Southeast Asia, self-exoticism is evident at both the individual and national levels. It is deployed to achieve positional status in a globalised world. This paper investigates what Graham Huggan (2001) terms the postcolonial exotic, particularly in terms of a re-politicisation of the female body in contemporary literature concerning Southeast Asia. It also draws on Christopher B. Balme’s theory of performative metonymy (where postcolonies mimic the expectations of the ex-colonisers) to foreground the workings of Huggan’s postcolonial exotic in selected texts. The two primary texts selected for this purpose are Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan’s Sarong Party Girls (2016), which traces the practice of postcolonial exotic through the self-exoticising of the female body, and Amir Falique’s The Forlorn Adventure (2014) in which the presentation of Brunei can be read as an extension of the politics of the female body. Additionally, a reading of the practice of postcolonial exoticism in David Henry Hwang’s play M.Butterfly (1989) will assist in tracing the development of the postcolonial exotic from the 20th century to 21st century literature. The paper considers the applicability or otherwise of both Huggan’s and Balme’s theory in the contemporary literature-scape of Southeast Asia. It contends they have utility in understanding further the persistence of the myth of the exotic and the extent to which global consumer culture and commodification affects the politics of postcolonies.
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Performative mimicry and postcolonial exoticism: A re-politicising of the female body in the work of Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan and Amir Falique

Mahfuzah Abd Wahab

INTRODUCTION

In their study of Anglophone literature in Southeast Asia, Patke and Holden (2010: 4) note that, “decolonization proved a complex and problematic undertaking, and […] cultural decolonization remains an incomplete and ongoing project in many former colonies, despite decades of political autonomy”. The encounter “altered colonisers and the colonised in ways that proved long-lasting.” (Patke and Holden 2010: 4) This suggests that certain practices and tropes established in the colonial era remain difficult to erase especially a recurring Orientalism. The reiterative and complex ways in which it plays out in contemporary Southeast Asia is a focus of this paper.

To elaborate, the practice of postcolonial exoticism indicates how post-colonies have to constantly re-negotiate themselves, in particular the reconfiguration of the female body (politic). Traditional postcolonial studies tend to concentrate on how subjects reject, challenge, or subvert the idealised Oriental figure, the exotic and feminine, as part of the process of regaining back a sense of identity and power. Nonetheless, in past decades, scholars of postcolonial literatures have identified digressions from this practice. Instead of challenging the myth of the Oriental body and nation, certain postcolonies play into the myth in order to elicit socio-economic benefits and a more prominent recognition globally. In this sense, self-
exoticism is seen as an increasingly necessary practice to compete in the contemporary world (Liu 2016, & Puzar 2011).

Scholarship of the postcolonial exotic has so far been limited to non-southeast Asian literature and the commodification of culture. This scholarship tends to lack a gendered approach to the texts that scholars have dealt with in terms of both female character and female authorship. As such, this paper investigates postcolonial exoticism in relation to the commodification of the female body in contemporary Southeast Asian novels, namely Sarong Party Girls (SPG) (2016) by Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan and Amir Falique’s The Forlorn Adventure (TFA) (2014). These texts are selected from work published within the past ten years that is representative of how the postcolonial exotic works in postcolonial Southeast Asian literatures. This paper also draws on David Henry Hwang’s M.Butterfly (1989) as a working contrast to highlight the changes and developments in the practice of self-exoticism since the 1980s. The paper underscores the ways in which postcolonies self-exotify aspects of themselves by adopting the fantasy of Orientalism under conditions of consumer capitalism.

Graham Huggan’s The Postcolonial Exotic: Marketing the Margins (2001) marks a turn in the studies of postcolonial literature from analyses of attempts to de-exotify and de-commodify marginalised nations to focusing on the nuanced complicity of post-colonies in re-exotifying and re-commodifying Oriental values for globalised consumption. For Huggan (2001: vii), the postcolonial exotic is “the global commodification of cultural difference”. It is a process by which “minority groups dramatise their ‘subordinate’ status for the imagined benefit of a majority audience.” (Huggan 2001: xii) Huggan’s work draws attention to the “complicity” of postcolonies in strategically reproducing and maintaining a sense of the myth of the Oriental exotic vis-à-vis the global market and metropolitan consumers.
Similarly Brouillette (2007) agrees that strategic exoticism is part of a culture that has become a product of politics. For Brouillette (2007: 28) “authentic ‘culture’” is “aligned” with “tourism and the state” because it is “economically and politically expedient”. A recognition of the “tourist” and the “tourist gaze” is crucial to understanding precisely how cultural commodification, as well as the myth of the exotic Oriental body, is produced and consumed. As in TFA, culture is (re)presented as a consumable commodity, made safe and ‘palatable’ for the metropolitan consumer. However, somewhat differently, Brouillette (2007: 17) is critical of Huggan’s take on the “metropolitan consumer”, or the global market reader, as it too is a “myth”. For Brouillette (2007: 7) “strategic exoticism [is not] something designed to teach a reader about her own exoticizing tendencies” but it is a strategy that “operate[s] through assumptions shared between the author and the reader, as both producer and consumer work to negotiate with, if not absolve themselves of, postcoloniality’s touristic guilt.”

Significantly, Dias Martins (2013: 145) details how previous scholars such as Huggan and Brouillette have been “negligent” in investigating “gender and sexual difference variables when discussing how marginality is valued and affected by local and global markets.” Although Martins focuses on the voice of the marginalised within the context of the coloniser’s literature (in Martin’s example, Lusophone literature), her stratification of the levels of the colonisers has utility in analysing the colonised marginalised groups, such as women. Martins’ critique and focus on marginalised voices, i.e. the female voice, provides a platform from which to illuminate the largely unacknowledged but lucrative economy of the female body in the postcolonial world.

While the work of Huggan and Brouillette outline the basic contours of the postcolonial exotic and the ways in which culture is re-politicised for economic benefit, it is Balme’s work on Pacific performative mimicry that maps in detail how postcolonies (re)produce culture as a consumable product for western consumption. Using the case study of Samoans and Tongans,
Balme identifies the process of self-Orientalism and self-exoticism as a specific type of “performative mimicry”. Instead of postcolonies “imitating the coloniser and developing forms of subversion by holding up a distorted image of the European [as Homi Bhabha’s theory on mimicry explains], the Samoans and Tongans [the ‘othered’] appear to be mimicking European projections of themselves.” (Balme 2007: 182) Balme builds on the work of Huggan by unravelling further the relationship between “mimetic capital and exotic commodities” as a system capitalised during the colonial era and subsequently re-capitalised and re-politicised for the ‘benefit’ of postcolonies (Balme 2007: 7).

The following sections of the paper highlight the ways in which the concept of postcolonial exotic has reconfigured in Southeast Asia and its literature-scape from the late 1980s onwards. Firstly, it considers David Henry Hwang’s M.Butterfly and how it assists in gaining purchase on the practice of performative mimicry and strategic exoticism and by extension the implementation of both practices in relational contestations between East and West. In the second and third part, the paper examines the extent to which the positionality of the player (East) and consumer (West) has changed in Sarong Party Girls and The Forlorn Adventure. These sections illustrate how contemporary politics and market relations of both countries affect the practice of postcolonial exotic for both player and consumer. By reading the post-colonial exotic through both SPG and TFA, this paper contends that its subversive impetus is now of less importance than the potential gains such encounters can provide for the individual and the nation. The paper seeks to realign assumptions on the singularly subversive character of the post-colonial exotic towards a more nuanced understanding as simultaneously subversive and economically advantageous.
David Henry Hwang’s 1989 award-winning theatrical production of *M.Butterfly* follows the life of Rene Gallimard, a Frenchman living in China who falls in love with Song Liling, an actress in the 1960s Peking Opera. He sees her as the personification of his fantasy of the Oriental woman: beautiful, demure, desiring to be conquered by him a white man, as exotic as she can be in his eyes. However, it turns out that what Song appears to be, the perfect Oriental woman, is merely a performance to lure Gallimard into revealing state secrets which she relays to China’s Communist Party. Playing into Gallimard’s fantasy allows her to exert influence on his thoughts and by extension America with disinformation. It is also revealed at the end of the play that Song Liling is actually a man. It is a play that reveals the inner workings of postcolonial exoticism in three stages: a performance of self-Orientalism, a political reason behind it, and finally, the consumption of the fantasy of the exotic Oriental body.

Liling’s performance as ‘the fantasy of the white man’ is what Balme terms performative mimicry. A form of mimicry attributed to a set of actions, behaviour, and appearance based on what is expected of Oriental others. In this play, it becomes a tool that preys on the fantasy of the white men. By becoming the “feminine mystique”, the weak, desired-to-be-dominated, exotic, and erotic Oriental female, she is able to convince Gallimard that she is harmless. By extending this feminine presentation of self onto the image of Indo-China, she convinces Gallimard (and through him the Americans) that this country in truth desires to be dominated by “whoever shows strength and power” (Hwang 1989: 45). Liling’s clandestine ruse is effective precisely because she plays into a mythic fantasised image of the Oriental female as open to ‘consumption’ by the western male. It exemplifies what Huggan terms the postcolonial exotic; a practice of the commodification and consumption of the image of the exotic by a metropolitan consumer embedded in the context of power politics. The
consumption of “women and women’s sexuality” by Gallimard mirrors the consumption of Asian femininity as “spoils of power” (Cynthia Enloe, 1989 as cited in Christiansen, 2009).

In *M.Butterfly*, what starts as a performance of self-exoticism turns into a powerful tool of emasculation that eventually ends in Gallimard’s imprisonment. It ridicules French and American attempts at diplomacy and the forcing of Indochina to surrender (Hwang 1989: 69). This underlines the ambivalent threat of self-exoticism vis-à-vis the western world. However, despite Hwang’s positioning of *M.Butterfly* as a play that seeks to undo and destroy the myth of the exotic and a cautionary tale against misconceptions, the myth of the exotic is still prevalent today. Nevertheless, as this paper contends the objective of practicing self-exoticism as portrayed in contemporary Southeast Asian literature has realigned itself differently from the 1980s in a less destructive manner.

Whilst the practice of postcolonial exotic is no less strategic in *SPG* and *TFA* than *M. Butterfly* but the consumption of Oriental femininity is more heavily invested in the focus on self-Orientalism for economic gain both individually (*SPG*) and for the nation (*TFA*). This difference in attitude toward commodifying the exotic ‘Other’ is perhaps due to the situational temporality of the texts. Hwang’s 1980s text is still in the period of postcolonial literature that attempts to de-commodify and subvert the myth of the exotic, in order to free both West and East from the myth that traps both. *SPG* and *TFA*, however, are set in a more ‘liquid modernity’, where “everything and anything is consumable” (Poon, Holden, & Lim, 2009). It is not surprising that this extends not just to bodies but the fantasy of the body as commodity for sale and consumption. The following sections investigate the ways in which the female body in Southeast Asia has been re-politicised for consumption and in the service of economic development.
Sarong Party Girls

Cheryl Lu Lien Tan’s *Sarong Party Girls* (2016) reflects the practice of postcolonial exotic in contemporary Singapore. This section draws on Puzar’s dollification theory and Balme’s performative mimicry to interrogate the ways in which the women in the novel self-Orientalise themselves for personal economic gain.

*Sarong Party Girls* (SPG) details the story of Jazzy and her close friends, Imo, Fann, and Sher as they strive to achieve their ultimate goal: marriage with an *ang moh* (white man), give birth to their Eurasian children or “Chanel Baby” and secure their “dowager status”. Primarily the novel highlights how these SPGs try to achieve social mobility, entering an upper social strata where they have access to cosmopolitan lifestyles of branded goods and travel. In contrast, marrying a Singaporean guy is seen as a humdrum capitulation. Jazzy and her friends are part of Singapore’s SPG culture. They dress sexily, are always “chio” looking, and promiscuous with their nightly bar-hopping activities. In short, they self-exoticise themselves in order to hook an *ang moh* guy and facilitate entry into the world of high level jobs (such as Jazzy’s career in the publishing house).

*Sarong Party Girls* depicts the re-politicisation of the female Oriental body through commodification. The attitudes, behaviour, and appearance of SPGs is a self-exotification that employs ideals of the Oriental women. SPGs was originally used as a derogatory term for Singaporean women who were considered a “sexualised and troublesome stereotype”. A “national and social ‘Other’, defined by her sexuality on a pejorative scale of otherness in Singapore, and who interrupts the normative marriage patterns” (Hudson, 2015: 16). The “normative” marriage in this instance being to another Singaporean, not the deliberate and sometimes, aggressive, pursuit of white men. However, Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan (2016) asserts in an interview that she sought to alter this definition and contemporise it. Her own articulation
of SPGs is as an attempt to “own it [the label] in a different way […] trying to get away from […] traditional patriarchal structure, and the traditional Singaporean husband who might want them to fit into that structure” (Tan 2016). In this sense, marrying an ang moh is way of preventing themselves from being subjected to the “traditional patriarchal structure” and the “traditional Singaporean husband”. There is method behind why they “dollify” and “ornamentalise” themselves.

For Puzar (2011: 85) “dollification” is the “gradual commodification and fetishizing of static femininity”. It can be read as a reflection of the “old Orientalist gaze” being “normalised” (Puzar 2011: 90). As Puzar (2011: 85) notes,

“The gradual commodification and fetishizing of static femininity, including adjacent elaborated embodiments and fashions, did not wait for mature industrial modernity and capitalism or for the spectacular capitalism of the post-industrial era, having been entrenched throughout the history of patriarchy in the West and in the East alike.”

Although ‘dollification’ and ‘performative mimicry’ share some similarities, the former does offer more specificity on how and why Oriental women adopt the typical “China doll” and “Madame Butterfly” image. They both operate simultaneously on “the plane of vulnerable innocence and the plane of seduction” (Puzar 2011:106). Yet, to be “dollified” is something more. It allows for social mobility and “has become the important fuel of affective and material exchange, including the exchange of commodities and the flow of capital” (Puzar 2011: 104-105). While patriarchy is the initiator of this practice, the ‘western gaze’ amplifies the commodification of these ‘dollified’ women and perpetuates an avenue of mobility and advancement not just at the local level but in the context of global market relations (Puzar 2011: 90).
In 2016, Helena Liu interviewed a number of Chinese-Australians on the practice of self-exoticism. Her findings echoed those of Puzar. They underscore the “rising tendency to self-Orientalize under western economic pressures to satisfy consumers’ fantasies” (Lui 2016: 785). It was a means by which participants “secure recognition” and “re-allay the anxieties of the white Australians” (Lui 2016: 783). In other words, “self-Orientalising” is used as a means of preservation. Similarly, Anne Anlin Cheng’s (2018: 415-418) Ornamentalism captures the idea of “Asiatic femininity” as a “style” that “can be enlisted by those wielding power and, more disturbingly, those deprived of it”. This mirrors Huggan’s strategic exoticism as the postcolonies “style” themselves to the figure of the Oriental exotic, to gain power over the post-empire. In the world of SPG, “Asiatic femininity” is expressed in the form of “chio” and “sexy”, girls with “almond-shaped eyes” and “glossy […] black hair”. Accentuate the characteristics and the fantasy is given form.

The parallels between SPG and reality is a reflection on the postcolonial women’s condition and experience in an age of liquid modernity. SPGs look at their practice of self-exoticism as a ways and means of avoiding the grasp of their traditional patriarchal society. It opens potential doors into the lives of the ang moh where social mobility, luxury and security are possible and attainable. The act of self-exotification is a way to gain greater acceptance in the workplace and appear more attractive to ang mohs. For Jazzy, Sharon and Moon both can lead to financial freedom and an independent liberation from societal constraints.

As Simon Tay in Alien Asian (1997: 125) notes, it is “not so much as the authenticity of identity formation but a strategic and essentialised performance of it.” There is a shift from cultural identity to a world of performance where the performance of these identities is what is ‘essential’. This essentialism of expectation finds a correspondence with Liu’s (2016) work on Asian(ness). It suggest that the ideals of the exotic Oriental women are being reproduced as a performance in order to achieve social mobility and financial security.
In *Sarong Party Girls*, the SPGs groom themselves into the Oriental ideal in two ways: appearance and behaviour, both in contradistinction to white women. For Jazzy, this act of self-exoticism is a “strategy” and suggestive of some sort of mission. As such, to succeed they must be “calculative” and superficially conform to what these prospective husbands desire, i.e. the image of the Oriental female: submissive yet sensual. In *Sarong Party Girls*, this desirous image of the eastern woman is played into again and again. For instance, the girls are always “chio” or “sexy”, especially Jazzy. But it is not enough to look “chio”, it has to be a specific kind of “chio”. As Jazzy highlights on the way Imo dresses, “Imo’s dress is exactly the kind of chio that these Euro guys like” (para.77, Chapter 4). Appearances are being tailored to a specific target. Jazzy sums up the hyper-sexualisation of the female body for the western male gaze:

“The *ang moh* guys I’ve met are always talking about how glossy and black my long hair is and how soft and smooth my skin is—so I guess I at least have two things going for me. Of us all though, Sher was the best looking—skin very fair like a Japanese princess, eyes not as big as Imo’s but beautiful almond-shape type. And she really knows how to put on eyeliner so the sides of her eyes look pulled out a bit, like those exotic Asian girls in *ang moh* movies. Also, she was the tallest of us all. But she wasn’t the skinny giraffe type—her breasts were small but quite nice (at least got cleavage, unlike Fann or Imo), and with her small small waist and legs long long and so shapely, my god, when she wears a miniskirt she almost looks like a Barbie doll.” (Tan 2016: Chapter 4)

Here, Jazzy is underlining how physical appearance appears to be what attracts the *ang moh* guys the most, from the “glossy […] black hair” and “fair skin” to the distinct ‘typical’ “almond-shaped” Asian eyes that look “pulled out a bit, like those exotic Asian girls in *ang moh* movies”. Roy (an *ang moh*) himself admits his attraction to Asian girls’ “skin, […] eyes, […] hair” (para. 41, Chapter 10). SPGs are playing up to the images of the “exotic Asian girls”,
the “Japanese princess” and “Barbie doll”. The use of the term “Barbie doll” is telling in that it suggests a western construction and describing Sher like one is to imply she has tailored herself to this construct: the exotic, and perfect, Oriental woman.

Combining Balme’s ideas on ‘performative mimicry’ and Huggan’s notion of ‘postcolonial exoticism’ makes the terms of the exchange of fantasy for socio-economic advantage more visible. It lends greater interpretive shape to the strategic exoticism evident in Sarong Party Girls, namely the exotified and commodified east (this time the female body), the global market (the gains of the “commodified culture”), and the metropolitan consumer (the ang mohs). There is, however, a re-politicisation going on here. Instead of the body being used exclusively to subjectify, objectify, and undermine women by men, particularly western men, now women themselves Orientalise or exotify their bodies. They play into the male desire, in order to get what they want: social access, social mobility and financial security through marriage. The act of performing the feminine ideal is rendered beneficial through the transactional quality of the encounter.

Significantly, the feminine ideal in SPG is not limited to just appearance but also pertains to behaviour. Submissive, mysterious, weak and demure are the other half of the feminine Oriental coin. In SPG, it forms part of the overall “strategy” of hooking an ang moh. As Charlie, another SPG, schools Jazzy and her friends, you have to be more “toot”, to “be in the shadows”, to be “discover[ed]” and “chased” by the expats. In other words, be mysterious. The word “discovered” is redolent of a familiar colonial trope. But by pretending to be “discovered” who is playing into whose hands? As per Huggan’s strategic exoticism, the commodification and consumption of exoticised products by metropolitan consumers is are re-politicised for personal gain via the strategic performance of the ex-coloniser’s fantasies.
Having said this, the practice is not just limited to the politics of the individual and personal female body. As the next section highlights, self-exotifying values attributed as the ‘feminine exotic’ can extend to the self-Orientalising of a nation. In Amir Falique’s *The Forlorn Adventure*, values considered feminine are inscribed and attached onto the body of the nation in the representation of Brunei.

*The Forlorn Adventure*

From the above discussion, it is apparent that the tactic of self-exoticism or self-Orientalism is closely associated with the feminine gender. Yet, there is limited work on how Brunei’s Anglophone literature deals with the relationship between the country and the western world. Can notions of self-exoticism and the female body and the tourist gaze extend to reading a nation? Moreover, to what extent is the ‘imagining’ of Brunei linked to its colonial encounter as a protectorate of the British Empire and the concomitant ‘gaze’? This section further considers these matters in relation to *The Forlorn Adventure* (TFA) by Amir Falique.

Amir Falique’s novel is a science-fiction adventure in which the main character A’jon, Brunei’s first astronaut and a computer genius is sent to space. However, the mission fails after the spaceship is attacked and goes missing for 500 years. Upon its re-discovery, A’jon is still alive and he returns a much changed Brunei. It has become an eco-tourist attraction.

As noted in Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan’s work, the female body is re-politicised for the purpose of postcolonial exoticism. Similarly, if we apply Huggan’s theory in the reading of TFA there is a symbolic representation of the nation as feminine nation: a nation feminised. This embodiment is manifested through its commodification as a tourist attraction. The country, culture and national ideology become inseparable from the landscape and its touristic commodification.
Just as nature is considered feminine, nations closely associated with their natural environment, as is the case with Brunei Darussalam, become “geopolitically implied” as feminine. As Shohat (2009: 52) notes,

“The masculinist desire of mastering a new land is deeply linked to colonial history and even to its contemporary companion, philosophy, in which epistemology partially modelled itself on geography. The traditional discourse on nature as feminine—for example Francis Bacon’s idea that insofar as we learn the laws of nature through science, we become her master, as we are now, in ignorance, ”her thralls”—gains, within the colonial context, clear geopolitical implications.”

As such, the emphasis on nature, its mystery and exotic wildlife, when presenting Brunei in TFA is the conjuring of a feminine nation.

The first way that TFA plays on the theme of the postcolonial exotic is through its commentary on Brunei’s Temburong nature resort. In the future of TFA, Brunei, despite being a “sprawling metropolis” is a “tourist attraction” prized for its “rainforest” and “endangered” “geckos”. As Said (1978) noted, the Orient is often depicted as a more “natural” place, invoking ideas of backwardness, mysteriousness, and the exotic. For Amin Sweeney (as cited in Gunn, 1997: xxiii), the fantasy of Borneo and the Orient’s special place in western ideology where “fictionalized accounts of Borneo, too, added the Western impressions of nature and landscape.”

Ironically, A’jon as with other locals, “don’t find [Temburong] interesting” (Falique 2014: 130). Nonetheless, there is a linking of colonialism, feminisation and an implicit exoticisation of natural landscapes. An interpellation that contributes to the reading of Brunei as a feminised body and by extension a product of the postcolonial exotic. The exchange
between consumption and national economic advantage in TFA renders Brunei as being passive and safe, absent of militarised institutions.

Reading Brunei as a feminised nation is due large part to a polarised ‘Otherness’ in contrast to western ‘masculine’ militarised countries. The country is underpinned by the ideology of Malay Islamic Monarchy (MIB): an image given tripartite personification in the shape of Kampong Ayer (Malay), Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddien Mosque (SOAS) (Islamic), and Istana Nurul Iman (Monarchy). In the future of TFA, these three components remain largely unchanged. When A’jon first returns his eyes are drawn to these buildings, almost as if he himself is a tourist. They have become the primary places to visit when visiting Brunei (Falique 2014: 5-27). In Huggan’s (2001) terms, culture then, in the form of these iconic places, becomes a ‘commodity’. Of course, a touristic impression of culture is not limited to these places. In TFA, Albert’s commentary as a repeat tourist to Brunei indicates his pride at participating in aspects of Brunei culture,

“...”

Albert’s pride and desire encapsulate the ways in which culture is exotified and commodified for the consumption of the Western audience. It underscores Ahmad’s (as cited in Huggan, 2001: 10) assertion that it is a “fetishisation of cultural otherness that allows metropolitan readers to exercise fantasies of unrestricted movement and free will [...] fetishizing process [...] turns the literatures/cultures of the ‘non-Western’ world into saleable exotic objects.”

The depiction and performance of “safe” forms of Bruneian-ness for economic gains in TFA plays into the image of the exotic and its implicit representation as a feminine nation. It
provides another example of the workings of self-exoticism in the context of postcolonial exoticism.

**Conclusion**

This paper mapped the operational contours of postcolonial exoticism in select contemporary Southeast Asian literature and the ways in which the feminine body has been re-politicised for economic gain at both the individual and national levels. By drawing together the conceptual considerations of Balme, Huggan and Puzar, the paper traced a more nuanced appreciation of the persistence of the myth of the exotic and the extent to which global consumer culture and commodification affects the politics of postcolonies. The unfolding of a complicit postcolonial exoticism in the work of Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan and Amir Falique challenges a previous commonly held assumption that performative mimicry is deployed solely to reject or thwart dominating control by the West. In *Sarong Party Girls*, the practice of self-Orientalism is primarily and knowingly used for individual economical gain. Whereas *The Forlorn Adventure* ’s implicit presentation of Brunei as a ‘feminine’ nation through its natural landscape and ‘safe’ culture is a form of postcolonial exoticism enacted for national economic benefit.
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